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COURVOISIER TRIAL PRINTS – A NEW FIND AFTER 50 YEARS!

DERRICK SLATE

As you know, I have been collecting Trial Prints for over 50 years. One of the interesting points about these
particular Courvosier prints is that the vertical strip of three shown above belonged to Mrs E.J.Rawnsley. She was
a founder member of the Society and the Newsletter Editor between 1959 and 1986. Her Trial Print collection
consisted of this strip of three and singles and blocks of the 'Cross and Ball' type. She sometimes showed these at
the London meetings and nobody really knew anything about them. The P.T.T. always replied: "neither the
numbers printed, nor the dates, etc. are on record", then followed with "we are unable to enter into
correspondence on the subject".
Over the next few years, I acquired a number of trial prints and one Wednesday before the Helvetia meeting I
went into Leo Baresch's shop near Covent Garden (a young Werner was working there) and at the very back of an
"Odds" box was a card containing 'Cross and Wavy Line' prints...I had never seen these before.... I was hooked!
Back to this story: When Mrs Rawnsley sold her collections, I bought her Trial Prints. The page with the strip of
three was dated 1967. The top and bottom prints have gold background and are thought to depict a bust of
Wettstein(?). They differ from each other in the colour of the words at the top (COURVOIS, COURVOISIER & C) and
the letter 'C' – white in the top print and yellow in the version at the bottom. The middle trial print in the strip
shows the five printing stages. It has a border of fine coloured lines, vertical strips of black, yellow, red, blue and
gold and a white section above a red square on the right-hand side.
The new find is down to Eric Lienhard. He sent me a picture of this single print that is affixed to the photograph of
the printing machine. Like the middle trial print in the strip, it shows the five printing stages, but the last vertical
row of the print is made up of small green blocks and the top right square is green (the centre print of Mrs
Rawnsley's strip has small gold blocks on the last row and the top right square is white).
The strip is the only one of this type that has ever been seen. Nor have any of the three been seen as singles. So
it's amazing that after 50 years a new trial print has turned up. Did I tell you about the imperforated 'Madonna
and Child' design that was found in a rubbish bin when Courvosier was closing? Why didn't I go over there and
searched for one then? ...and so the story goes on.
Apologies – the gold appears grey in the illustrations printed in the Newsletter. The top square on the print attached to the card is a light
green – Editor.
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RETURN TO SENDER: THE RETOUR LABELS OF SWITZERLAND PART ONE

JUNE 2019
DOUGLAS N. MUIR RDP

This article first appeared in the March 2019 edition of 'Gibbons Stamp Monthly'. The Society is grateful to
the Author and Stanley Gibbons Ltd. for enabling it to be reproduced in our Newsletter.

Fig. 1 2nd April 1916. Front (and reverse) of the remarkable letter to Fritz Müller with two different labels.

On Sunday, 2nd April 1916, in the middle of World War I, the military outfitters Chapellerie Grunauer in the
Gerbergasse in Basel in Switzerland sent Fritz Müller a letter. He was a corporal in the Swiss army protecting the
frontier. As it was addressed to his battalion in the field post office service there was no stamp attached.
Presumably the contents were an offer to provide a new uniform – at that time the Swiss army was changing over
to field grey from dark blue. However, he had already been released from service and so it was forwarded on 3 rd
April (as requested in a typewritten header on the envelope) to his private address in Schaffhausen on the
German border, but now taxed with a 20 Rappen postage due stamp as a normal item of mail.
In Schaffhausen it attracted a label in three languages (German, French and Italian) indicating that he had gone
away (Abgereist/ Parti/ Partito), and so the postage due stamp was invalidated with the German language
handstamp UNGULTIG. Then, on 10 th April, it was returned to the sender in Basel, but there it was yet again
charged 20 Rappen as it required postage for this journey as well. The sender naturally refused to pay the postage
due as the firm knew the contents perfectly well and had no need of them returned. So the letter received
another label indicating that it had been refused by the sender (Annahme verweigert/ Refusé/ Respinto) and a
cachet explaining the reason. The second postage due label was then also invalidated.
Quite what happened after that is not at all clear as the letter would have been returned to the post office and
should presumably have been destroyed. But it survived and is a witness to the care the postal authorities took to
try and deliver it, and the social and postal history of the period. (Fig. 1 above)
This letter appears on the front cover of a new book (by the writer, published by the Schweizerische Vereinigung
für Postgeschichte – the Swiss postal history society) which studies the design, printing and use of Swiss return-tosender labels from their inception to the present day¹.
The Beginning
It all began in 1887 when the Universal Postal Union introduced new regulations for the return of (international)
mail. The idea had come from Heinrich von Stephan, the German postmaster general, who had suggested that
specific labels should be used for undeliverable mail to indicate why the items were being returned. Short phrases
in French such as “inconnu”, “refusé”, “non réclamé”, “parti, and “décédé”² (unknown, refused, unclaimed, gone
away and deceased) would represent the most frequent causes of non-delivery. These could be printed as labels
on gummed, transparent paper or impressed by a handstamp (imprimées comme étiquettes, sur papier gommé et
transparent, ou apposées au moyen d’un timbre). Not only French (being the international language of the time),
but also the local language, could be used as well.
Attached to the original circular sent to all member countries was a remarkable illustration of what the labels
might look like. Here, all on the first two rows of one sheet, were a series of different labels, all in the boxed
format that was later to be introduced in most of the countries which used them. Printing was in letterpress on
thin, translucent, gummed paper with the outer rules or frame lines in light green and the text in black.
After some discussion, this proposal was agreed by the then member countries of the UPU and on 1 st February
1887 a further circular was sent containing the instructions³.
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The Swiss Post Office responded to the UPU instruction with a circular to postmasters in the Postamtsblatt of 12 th
April 1887⁴. Here it reiterated in German the UPU circular:
Vor der Rücksendung der aus irgend einem Grunde nicht bestellten Korrespondenzgegenstände an die AufgabeVerwaltung hat die Bestimmungsverwaltung den Grund der Unbestellbarkeit in französischer Sprache klar und
bündig auf der Rückseite dieser Gegenstände in folgender Weise anzugeben: unbekannt, verweigert, abgereist,
nicht abgeholt, verstorben u.s.w. Die Angabe hat thunlichst unter Anwendung eines Stempels oder duch Aufkleben
eines Zeddels zu erfolgen.* Jeder Verwaltung steht frei, die Uebersetzung des Grundes der Unbestellbarkeit in ihrer
Landessprache, sowie sonstige für angemessen erachtete Angaben hinzuzufügen.
In a footnote the Swiss Post Office explained: *Wir haben für jede dieser Angaben besondere Etiquetten erstellen
lassen, welche, in Blättern zu je 40 Stück, in üblicher Weise bestellt werden können. Der erste Bedarf wird den
Poststellen ohne besondere Bestellung geliefert werden. For all of these reasons they had created special
etiquettes in sheets of 40 which could be ordered as normal. The first delivery would be to post offices without
the need for any special order on their part.
Form No. 537 was allocated to these new labels and initially five different versions were introduced – those listed
in the UPU circular. These were:
Nr. 537
Unbekannt/ Inconnu
Nr. 537a

Annahme verweigert/ Refusé

Nr. 537b

Abgereist/ Parti

Nr. 537c

Nicht abgeholt/ Non réclamé

Nr. 537d

Verstorben/ Décédé

And so began the use of return-to-sender labels in Switzerland although there was a delay of
perhaps a few months before they were properly introduced. The earliest known date of use is 5 th
August 1887. (Fig. 2) These first labels were in two languages only, French and German. (Fig. 3) It
was not until more than 20 years later that Italian was added.

Fig. 2 (Left) 5th August 1887. The earliest known use of a Swiss return-to-sender label on international mail.
Fig. 3 (Right) 1887 – 1910. The first series of Swiss labels in French and German only.

Research in the PTT Archiv, the archives of the Swiss post office in Bern, provided the information that the labels
had been printed in letterpress initially by the firm of Stephan Collin in Bümpliz, now a suburb of Bern. This is
indicated by the printer’s imprint “C.B.” at the bottom of the sheets. Later, in 1899 the firm was taken over by
Albert Benteli who also took over the Swiss Post Office printing contracts held by Collin, and indeed the existing
printing plates. The imprints were now “B. & Co” for a short period and subsequently “A.B.”. Only a few of the
later printings are recorded in the PTT Archiv collections. The first are all missing. Others can be distinguished by
distinct shades of green and dates of usage. All known printings and variations are listed in the catalogue at the
end of the book. Separation was always by roulette (piercing).
A few other labels in the same series were added to the first five. These were:
Nr. 537e
Entlassen/ Licencié (1892)
Nr. 537f

Adresse ungenügend/ Adresse insuffisante (1892)

Nr. 537g
Nicht eingelöst/ Impayé (1899)
These were used for mail to soldiers who had been discharged from duty (Fig. 4), an insufficient address or a
payment which had not been made.
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Fig. 4 (Left) September 1904. A rare example of the “Entlassen” label used
to show the soldier had been discharged.

One other label was also produced, though in a larger size and
a different series. This was “Rechtzeitig refüsirt/ Refusé à
temps”, used for printed matter which could be sent back free
within four days. Printed in red in sheets of 20 it had the form
number 203. Later the spelling “refüsirt” changed to
“refüsiert”.
Fig. 5 (below) 26th November 1912. The three-language “Rechtzeitig
refüsiert” label used to indicate printed matter returned in good time.

When member countries of the UPU received the 1887 circular
many interpreted it as applying to international mail only, the use
of French with the local language in the labels or handstamps
seemed to make this clear. However, after about a year a note
appeared in the Swiss PTT Verfügungen⁵ to the effect that
postmasters had asked if the labels should also be used on internal
mail as well and this was then put into effect. As a result it is easier
to find most of the Swiss labels than is the case elsewhere.
Nevertheless, several are still very scarce or rare and the earliest
printings before 1890 are all very difficult to find and were
probably printed in quite small quantities.
The Addition of Italian
As with other postal forms and labels Italian began to be added
to the French and German texts in the first decade of the 20th
century. For most return-to-sender labels this happened about
1910 but the Rechtzeitig refüsiert label appeared earlier. (Fig. 5)
Nearly all the previous types reappeared with the exception of
Entlassen which had little use (for soldiers discharged from the
army). A new label replaced it in the form numbers – Firma
erloschen – for firms which had closed down. This was
announced at the end of November 1913.⁶ However, with the
outbreak of World War I the label for Entlassen was reinstated, now in three languages and with a new form
number 537h. Another change was to the text of label Nr. 203 previously Rechtzeitig refüsiert. Still retaining
its different format and red print this now appeared as Rechtzeitig zuruckgewiesen.

Fig. 6 (Left) 1910 – 1918. Three-language labels printed in green.
Fig. 7 (Right) 4th October 1916. The three-language “Gestorben” label (shown at the bottom of Fig. 6) with “Morto” in the Italian
used on a newspaper wrapper, & the “Decesso” version as a label.
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The revised listing of return-to-sender labels being used was now as follows (Fig. 6 – previous page) :
Nr. 203

Rechtzeitig zurückgewiesen/Refusé à temps/ Rifiutato a tempo

Nr. 537

Unbekannt./ Inconnu./ Sconosciuto.

Nr. 537a

Annahme verweigert./ Refusé./ Respinto.

Nr. 537b

Abgereist./ Parti./ Partito.

Nr. 537c

Nicht abgeholt./ Non réclamé./ Non ritirato.

Nr. 537d

Gestorben./ Décédé./ Decesso.*

Nr. 537e

Firma erloschen/ Raison sociale n’existe plus/ Ditta cessata

Nr. 537f

Adresse ungenügend/ Adresse insuffisante/ Indirizzo insufficiente

Nr. 537g

Nicht eingelöst/ Impayé/ Non pagato

Nr. 537h

Entlassen/ Licencié/ Licenziato (1914)

*This label had several versions of text. At first the German was Verstorben, but this soon changed to
Gestorben. With the latter the Italian was initially Morto before finally becoming Decesso. (Fig. 7 – page 58)
Unfortunately, there are no printing sheets in the archives and so it is very difficult to say when exactly these
changes took place.

One more label (Nr. 537i) was added to this list in 1917. Zurücksenden (Renvoyer) was used when the addressee
had moved house and this was explained with further wording in all three languages. It was announced in
Verfügung No. 132 of 28th July 1917. Strangely, however, there is a rare, earlier, unannounced version, in German
only, but with the same form number. (Fig. 8) Both of these have no frame line at the bottom in order for the new
address to be written in, though this does not seem to have occurred in practice. The wording and format of this
label were to change several times over the years.

Fig. 8 (Left) 7th November 1919. The rare “Zurück an den Versender” label in German only.
Fig. 9 (Right) 22nd August 1925. Small size “Rechtzeitig zurückgewiesen” label in three languages in black.

From 1918, new printings of nearly all labels began to appear in black rather than green or red. This may simply
have been an economy measure due to the World War. The first one to appear was a new smaller version of the
Rechtzeitig zurückgewiesen label, Nr. 203. This was now printed in standard sheets of 40, rather than 20 of the
larger version. (Fig. 9) Later that year the rest of the “retour” labels also came to be printed in black ink by Benteli,
the change-over period being May-June 1918. The last printing known in green is June 1918 while the first in black
seems to have been about the same time - in May 1918.
Footnote: References
¹ Muir, Douglas N. “Return to Sender: Die Retour-Etiketten der Schweiz” Band XIV der Schriftenreihe
Schweizerische Vereinigung für Postgeschichte. Available at Fr. 35/ 30 Euros + 12 Euros postage from: Jürg
Roth, Multbergsteig 14, CH 8422 Pfungen, Switzerland.
² Bureau international de L’Union postale universelle Circulaires No. 378/22, 20 January 1886
³ Bureau international de L’Union postale universelle Circulaires No. 405/17, 1 February 1887
⁴ 2. Abänderungen des Reglements zum Weltpostvertrag. Vom 12. April 1887. Schweizerisches
Postamtsblatt 1887 p 5
⁵ Schweizerische Postverwaltung Verfügungen No. 203 12 September 1888
⁶ Schweizerische Postverwaltung Verfügung No. 97. 29 November 1913.
(The second and final part of this article will appear in the next edition of the Newsletter)
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A MESSAGE FROM YOUR NEW CHAIRMAN BOB MEDLAND
At our society’s recent Annual General Meeting I was honoured to be elected as its new chairman. The position of
chairman is for a fixed term of three years so the clock is already ticking for me.
In accepting this position I am acutely aware that, like many philatelic societies, we face increasing degrees of
uncertainty over our future and that of philately generally. That said, so long as we as a society prepare ourselves
and are willing to adapt to meet the challenges before us then there shouldn’t be cause for concern. Inevitably
this means change: the world changes around us and we must address those changes in order to survive. As part
of that preparedness, the society’s constitution was revised last year which included significant streamlining of its
executive. Apart from chairman we have four positions (membership secretary, treasurer, editor and website
manager) with two other voted or co-opted members. The committee could not operate without the support of
the society’s officers: sales packet secretary, newsletter distributor and librarian. I look forward to working with
everyone over the next three years.
If there is to be a keynote to this message then it is the need for all of the society’s members to be involved in
some way or another: to give something to the society in return for the benefits, whether it is to participate in
organising events, to contribute articles (long or short) to the newsletter or simply to write to the editor (or any of
the committee) to let us know your thoughts – or even a word of thanks if you think we are getting things right.
At the recent AGM it was agreed that the society should review its meetings – of fundamental importance to any
organisation – and to forge links with other philatelic societies of Switzerland’s neighbouring countries. This I
undertake to do.
Finally, I am a relative newcomer to the society having joined about 20 years ago, following my return to live in
Great Britain. Looking back at the activities of the society over that period it is clear that there have been many
changes but we have survived, suffered some setbacks but grown stronger in others. I have every confidence in
the future of our society as we approach its 75th anniversary of founding and I look forward to being its chairman
through that time.
FORTHCOMING REGIONAL MEETINGS
Southern Group – The next event will be on Saturday 1st June - an all-day meeting 10am to 4pm
(refreshments and lunch provided) at 'The Three Crowns' public house, Whaddon nr. Salisbury (Satnav
postcode: SP5 3HB). Members should bring along items from their collection for display. The main theme will
be 'Across the Alps' but other items will be welcomed. The Autumn meeting will take place at the same
venue on 19th October 2019. Further information from Werner Gattiker: Tel. 01273 842 135 or
werner@swisstamps.co.uk
Midlands and Northern Areas Group – the next meeting will probably be in Birmingham. Further details will
follow in the Newsletter when available. Contact: Neville Nelder – email: nevillenelder@gmail.com or by
'phone on 01453-765937.
A MEMBER'S DISPLAY
One of our longest serving members and former Vice Chairman, Eric Lienhard, is presenting his display of
material on 'Swiss National Exhibitions' to the Benfleet Philatelic Society (Essex) on Wednesday 3 rd July 2019
commencing at 8.00.p.m. The venue is Jubilee Hall, St. Barnabas Church, Church Rd., Hadleigh, Essex SS7 2EJ.
NEWS OF OUR AUSTRIA C.S. COLLEAGUES - In November 2018 the Northern Group of the Austrian Collectors
Society GB were treated to a high quality display by Keith Brandon on 'Maritime Postage' including the
handstamps used on uncancelled mail put onboard ships of the Austrian Lloyd and other Austro-Hungarian
shipping lines in the Adriatic. Austria, like their similarly land-locked neighbours Switzerland, seem to have
had an interesting maritime postal history. Do they too have their own Merchant Fleet?
ADDENDA TO THE MAY 2019 EDITION OF THE NEWSLETTER
EDITOR
'The Society's Competitions' – Mike Sharp won the Moore Trophy this year and not Mike Kemp as stated.
Apologies to both gentlemen. 'Travelling on the High Passes' – the author E.J.Rawnsley was Mrs. Edith
Rawnsley who served our Society as Secretary and Newsletter Editor for many years. The arrival times
quoted for the 1844 Express Service diligence in the timetable for Lugano and beyond seem questionable,
but I have no means at my disposal to verify or amend them.
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LOOKING FOR NEW CHALLENGES?

EDITOR

If you are particularly interested in Henri Dunant and the development of the Red Cross
or just looking to have a bit of fun and widen your areas of philatelic search, I have good
news. The famous publishers Michel have produced a new thematic/topical catalogue:
'Michel Rotes Kreuz – Ganze Welt' – the first edition. Softbound in German with 336
colour pages it provides detailed listings of the stamps from all over the world that
include motifs that highlight all aspects of the international Red Cross movement.
Approximately 20,000 listings from over 260 countries (4,000 illustrations). ISBN:9783954022557. Published by Schwanerberger Verlag GmbH. Price approx. £60 plus post
and packing. Website – www.briefmarken.de/michelshop
Alternatively, if you or your children/grandchildren prefer “minority sports” Yvert and Tellier have published a
2019 supplement to their 'Cartes-Maximum de France 1901 - 2016' catalogue. 80 colour pages in French for
approx. £13 plus post and packaging. Further details, including hopefully details of a similar catalogue of
Swiss maximum cards, are on their website: www.yvert.com
Source of information: the American Philatelic Research Library's journal - the 'Philatelic Literature Review'
(First quarter 2019 edition). We are grateful to Swiss Post for allowing us to reproduce an illustration of the stamp.
SOME OF THE RAREST OF THE RARE
Auctions of philatelic rarities from many parts of the world will take place at the Stockholmia 2019
International philatelic exhibition. The items for sale include a part of the collection of the famous philatelist
Erivan Haub. Mr. Haub's collection is intended to be offered in over 30 auctions organised by the 'Global
Philatelic Network' due to take place between 2019 and 2023. Corinphila Auctions, a member of the
Network, have kindly sent the Society a copy of the catalogues for the auctions scheduled for 1 st June 2019 in
Stockholm (they do not include any Swiss items).
They have also sent a copy of the sumptuous, beautifully illustrated “brochure” that commemorates the
contribution Mr. Haub made to philately and the highlights of his unique collection. Born in Wiesbaden, he
specialised particularly in the stamps and postal history of Germany, Austria, Switzerland, Lombardy-Venetia
and the United States of America and Zeppelin Flights. The 190 page “brochure” includes 34 pages on items
from his Swiss collection. They illustrate in full colour some of the greatest rarities in Swiss philately such as:
• The 'Greiffensee Cover', described as “the Icon of Swiss Philately” - registered cover from
Greiffensee to Wildberg in 1843 with mixed postage – Zürich 4 rappen for local fee, Zürich 6
cantonal carriage and Zürich 6 registration.
• Postage Due cover of 1843 – Zürich 4 on a long-distance item with handwritten note of the postal
clerk - “insufficient”.
• Rare cover from Zürich to Vevey in 1850 showing long-distance postage of 20 Rappen represented
by eight 2½ rappen Winterthur stamps.
• The only known cover with two single right Double Geneva Halves – sent from Carouge to Geneva
in 1845.
• Another “Icon of Swiss Philately” - a unique cover to France in 1854 with seven Geneva 'Vaud 5'
5ct. local postage stamps – late use of the old cantonal stamps four years after the issue of the
new federal stamps.
• “Switzerland's Rarest Stamp” - the variety of the Rayon I 5-rappen stamp in light blue with the
Swiss coat of arms with a frame around the cross – on cover from 1851. This stamp is described as
“the showpiece of every major collection of Swiss stamps”. The thin frameline was not part of the
original design by Carl Stauffer and, as a result, “shortly after the stamps were issued the motif
was corrected and only stamps without a frameline around the cross were produced”.
The catalogues and the 'Erivan Collection' brochure will be deposited in the Society's Library and members
are invited to access them through our Librarian. Highly recommended. And don't forget CORINPHILA'S
AUCTION on 11th - 15th JUNE (including Swiss material) which was advertised in the May Newsletter (Editor).
MEMBERS' SMALL ADS - Just a reminder that I am always happy to publish Members' short “small-ads” for
items they wish to dispose of or “wants lists” of items they may be hoping to add to their collection. This has
been an important aspect of the Newsletter in the past. PLEASE WRITE IN! (Editor)
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MARC BURGESS/MIKE SHARP

This is a summary report of Marc's display at the meeting of our Southern Group at Whaddon in March this
year. No doubt a highlight of the afternoon 'open session'. (Editor).
Cantonal displays are understandably infrequent at our meetings. Marc Burgess's presentation of the 1843 Zürich
4Rp and Zürich 6Rp issues included certified specimens of each of the Types I – V of both the horizontal and
vertical red-lined Zürich 6Rp cantonal issue – excellently explained on a supporting descriptive page (see
below). An example of a “reasonable forgery” of a Zürich 4Rp was also shown. Marc explained that the 4 Rp issue
was valid for internal city usage only and cancelled with red ink only. In the case of the 6 Rp issue, red ink was
applied for postal destinations outside the city boundary but black ink if on the inward journey.
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Marc also displayed some WW I and WW II
censored mail items, including a 1917 mourning
cover from South Africa to Chateau de Prangins
in Nyon (Canton Vaud) which from 1873 to 1920
was used as a school by the Frères Moraves, a
Protestant monastic order, and is now part of
the Swiss National Museum. WW II censored
items included a 1939 letter from Switzerland to
England opened by a British censor using an old
WW I "OPENED BY CENSOR P.C.66" label and a
1944 postcard from Switzerland to England
passed by both German and British censors see illustration left.

A postcard sent on 24th June 1944 from Alp Grüm,
Canton Graubunden, to Southend-on-Sea, England. 10c.
and 20c. Pro Patria stamps (1944). Passed by German Censor No. 16638 and British Censor No. P87.

At that time Airmail for Britain was generally despatched from Basel at 04.44hours on work days by rail to
Zürich in order to catch the 09.40 hours Swissair flight to Stuttgart arriving at 10.30 hours. From Stuttgart
Lufthansa carried the mail to Berlin for examination and then to Lisbon, where it met the 4 times weekly
BOAC flight to London. The "b" in the German censor stamp is for Berlin and the "498" is the German Berlin
Pass censor - this being the Wehrmacht not the SS.
The message on the card reads: “Dear Berty, From a travel day on the Rhätischen train one can take three
days in Bündnerland (Graubunden). lt is wonderful up here, the most beautiful weather today. Since this
morning at five o'clock I have travelled until one o'clock. This evening I am going to St. Moritz. Yesterday we
received a letter from you and it has been eleven and a half weeks since we last heard from you. Send Fred
our greetings, we think very much about him and where he is. Also I send greetings to Markus. Hearty
greetings from your sister Anny.”
n.b. The censored items were the subject of discussion with Alison Kirkpatrick who has previously shared her
extensive knowledge of this subject at Group meetings.
NEWS FROM THE SWISS RAILWAYS SOCIETY
The March 2019 edition of the Swiss Railways Society (GB)'s magazine 'Swiss Express', as usual, included a
number of articles likely to be of some interest to our members. Below are two items by Bryan Stone. The
Society is grateful to its Editor and the authors for enabling us to reprint them in our Newsletter.
Increasing Passenger Numbers
The management of the Rigi Bahnen have announced that in 2018 they carried approx. 910,000 passengers
to the summit of the “Queen of the Mountains”, 7.9% more than in 2017 , which was itself a record year.
Passenger numbers on the Jungfraubahn were also up by 2.4% to 1,067,000, Only the third time in its history
it has carried over one million people, the majority of the increase coming from visitors from the Far East.
The 'Bern, Lötschberg, Simplon' also reported a record year on their ships with 391,000 passengers carried
on the Brienzsee, an 18% increase on 2017, and 703,000 on the Thunersee, a 9% rise. Record summer
weather was thought to be a significant contributor.
The Restoration of a Flagship
The 90-year-old 'Stadt Luzern', the beautiful flagship of the
SGV fleet, made its final cruise before major restoration works
on 21st October 2018 – a return trip from Luzern to Flüelen on
the Vierwaldstättersee supported by hundreds of steamer
enthusiasts. The restoration work, including new boilers, will
take over two years and cost in excess of CHF12m. The
illustration shows “sunshine welcoming 'Stadt Luzern' on its
final visit to Flüelen for more than two years”. (Photo: Mario
Gavazzi) More details on www.dampfschiff.ch
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MINUTES OF THE HELVETIA PHILATELIC SOCIETY'S ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
held on 7th April 2019 at the Stonehouse Court Hotel
1. Present were Anthony Atkinson, Peter Berck, Marc Burgess, Jonathan Cartwright, David Colman, Richard
Donithorn, Werner Gattiker, David Hope, Kit Jarman, Alison Kilpatrick, Wendy Lamble, Eric Lienhard, Bob
Medland, Neville Nelder, Rosalind Ragg and Michael Sharp. Apologies were received from Messrs P. Brennan,
Anthony Hickson, Martin Hill, Martin Mantell, Mike Petzold, Derrick Slate, David Whitworth and Norton Wragg.
2. The Minutes of the Annual General Meeting held on Sunday 22 nd April 2018 were accepted as correct.
3. Hon. Secretary’s Report
There has been a net decrease in membership of three over the past year, the total being 121 members, subject
to reconciliation with subscriptions paid for 2019/20.
4. Hon. Treasurer's Report
Norton Wragg could not attend. His Statement of Accounts for the year ending 31 st December 2018 and 20192020 Budget and subscription rates were available for consideration.
The accounts showed a loss of £130 for the year 2018, The Society’s assets amount to £6,502, and therefore there
is no need to raise member subscription rates from the current levels of £15 for the newsletter received by email
or £20 for UK members to receive the newsletter by post. The meeting accepted this recommendation.
The Treasurer will continue to use the same auditor as for the previous year - Julia Tibbles.
5. Report of Packet Secretary
Alison Kilpatrick reported that the finances are in good order; a reconciliation is needed with the main treasurer’s
account for the Society. Thanks are due to all contributors. Without them, there would not be a packet system.
Alison was thanked for all her work in managing the packet system.
6. Report of Librarian
Bob Medland reported that 2 new items had been added to our library, one book being the excellent ‘Return to
Sender’ on return labels. The total now stands at 298 items. The library now receives eight journals on a regular
basis. Thirteen books were borrowed during the year. The library index has been recently updated on our website,
resulting in easy access to material for members requiring to carry out research. The northern library will be
merged with the main library as soon as transport can be provided. Surplus items will be disposed of, initially by
advertisement in the newsletter.
7. Newsletter – Editor's Report
Richard Donithorn reported a successful year, but was concerned at the very small number of contributors. He
would like members who give displays to write them up for the newsletter. The meeting expressed its thanks to
Richard for all his hard work in producing such a quality newsletter.
8. Website – Co-ordinator’s Report
2018 was the first full year of the operation of the new website. Mike Sharp would welcome feedback from
members on the value of the website. A glossary of philatelic terms is to be added.
9. Election of Officers and Members of the Society's Committee for 2018 -2019
The Secretary had received a nomination of Bob Medland for the role of Chairman; proposed by Werner Gattiker
and seconded by Richard Donithorn. This was carried unanimously, and Bob Medland took the chair for the
remainder of the meeting.
There was discussion about the need for, and title of, President. It was agreed that there is no need for a separate
role as titular head of the Society. After debate, it was accepted that the title of President would not be
appropriate for the chair, as the chairman has an executive function.
Other Committee members – who had agreed to be re-elected - were voted in en bloc. There is now a vacancy for
a Committee member who would represent the membership in general. The first step will be for a suitable
request to fill the vacancy be put into our newsletter.
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10. Motions and Resolutions: There were none.
11. Any Other Business, including any matters arising from the minutes of the previous meeting:
a. Possible arrangements for the National Meeting in 2020. The issues had been discussed in
committee and, as a first step, members were asked to state their preference for the type of venue
– probably to be in the eastern part of the Midlands. From an indicative show of hands, a traditional
type of hotel was favoured. The Committee will take this view forward, noting that such hotels are
generally heavily used for weddings and therefore tend to be more expensive.
b. Competitions. Since the demise of the Northern Group, the Society has an unused bowl which
could be used as a trophy to be competed for at the National Meeting. This proposal was generally
agreed upon; creating a subdivision of the categories covered by the Helvetia Silver Cup rules. The
Committee will take this proposal forward.
c. Members’ Interests Lists. The list – which was developed early in 2018 - is not generally made
known to members. The GDP Regulations do not permit the publication of lists of names. It was
agreed that the existence of this list should be made known through the newsletter and the
website, but all communications would need to be handled via the Secretary.
Neville Nelder, Secretary 7th May 2019
THE SOCIETY'S FINANCIAL ACCOUNTS
If a member wishes to see a copy of the Statement of Accounts for 2018 they will be made available on
request from the Society's Secretary, either in electronic or hard-copy format.
PHILATELIC EXHIBITIONS AND FAIRS SCHEDULED FOR LATER THIS YEAR
11th - 14th September 2019: AUTUMN STAMPEX 2019 to be held at the Business Design Centre, 52 Upper
Street, Islington, London N1 0QH More information: www.abps.org.uk
28th September HAMPEX 2019 - Hampshire Federation: 10-4, Wickham Centre, Mill Lane, Wickham PO17 5AL
28th September: Somerset & Dorset Federation Competitions at Uploaders Village Hall, Bridport
12th October: ASPS South of England Stamp Fair at Ardingly, West Sussex
Please let me know of any other significant exhibitions which you think our members would be interested in.
THE STAMPS OF COURVOISIER SA

DERRICK SLATE

Reference the request by Bob Brown in the November 2018 edition of the Newsletter. Bob asked for any
information on stamps that Courvoisier SA produced for the Pakistan postal authority. I took a look at my
philatelic collection and found two folders of “foreign stamps” which included the following produced by this
famous printing firm:
In 1975 or 1976 stamp(s) of: Algeria, Papua New Guinea, San Marino, Zaire and the UN New York Office
Definitely in 1976 stamp(s) of: Guernsey, Iceland, Liechtenstein and Luxembourg.
Definitely in 1987 stamps of: Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Malawi and San Marino.
Probably in 1987 stamps of: Algeria, Republic of China, Papua New Guinea and the UN Geneva Office.
Editor - Can anyone produce a full schedule of all the non-Swiss stamps produced by Courvoisier SA,
preferably with, say, Stanley Gibbons numbers?

Werner Gattiker

For most aspects of Swiss Philately and Postal History
•
•

Free Standard Price List 1850 – 2012 with both Zumstein/SBK and Stanley Gibbons numbers.
"Werner's Treasure Trove" sent most months to my customers, full of offers of stamps, covers,
cards, blocks, collections & lots, literature, etc.

•
Liechtenstein also available.
W. Gattiker, 7, Friars Oak Road, Hassocks, West Sussex, BN6 8PT – 01273 845501 - werner@swisstamps.co.uk
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REMINISCENCES OF THE SOCIETY'S ANNUAL MEETING
We thought you might like to see what it is like to win the Society's Competitions. Here, from left, is our new
chairman Bob Medland, presenting the trophies to a smiling Marc Burgess (Helvetia Cup) and Mike Sharp
(Moore Bowl). Also David Colman in full flow presenting some of his 'Unusual Corners of Swiss Philately'.

'ARCHITECTURAL MONUMENTS' IN SHEETS
FRITZ GRAF
As a member of the AHPS, I receive the “Helvetia” newsletter in electronic form. In the latest issue, I read the
article on the “Architectural Monuments Definitive Series” and remembered that somewhere I have a sheet
of these stamps with “tête-bêche” and inter-spaces. I have made two pictures from my sheets to show the two
versions of print. I hope this will help your investigations. The sheets are for sale – contact me via the Editor.

SWISS STAMPS PRODUCED ABROAD

EDITOR

The results of Switzerland's latest joint-issue project (Swiss-German) were issued on 2 ndMay this year. They
commemorated the 500th Anniversary of the Reformation. The design of the two stamps was identical apart
from the name of the country and the face value. The designer was – Matthias Wittig of Berlin, and the
printers – Bagel Security Print of Mönchengladbach. Each country produced its own special first day cancel.
Although it was perhaps logical for the production to be handled by a German company in this case, it is
another reminder that gone are the days when almost all Swiss stamps were printed “in house” - either by
the PTT's Printing Works or by Courvoisier SA. In recent years Swiss stamps have been produced abroad,
particularly by the firms of Joh. Enschedé of Haarlem (NL), Cartor Security Printing of La Loupe (Fr.) and
Gutenburg AG of Schann, Liechtenstein.
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